
 No Brain Too Small  SCIENCE     AS 90944   
ATOM REVISION QUESTIONS 

 

The diagram shows a sodium atom. 

1. Name the particles labelled A, B and C 
2. What is the atomic number of sodium (Na) 
3. What is the mass number of Na? 
4. How many protons does Na have? 
5. How many electrons does Na have? 
6. How many neutrons does Na have? 
7. What is the electron arrangement of Na? 
8. How many electrons would Na lose to form an ion? 
9. What would the charge be on a sodium ion? 

 

Complete the following. 
10. The mass of an atom is mainly due to { protons / electrons } PLUS neutrons present in its nucleus. 
11. Neutrons are neutral particles because they have no { mass / charge } . 
12. If the mass number of an atom is 39 and its atomic number is 19, then it must have { 19 / 20 } 

neutrons in its nucleus. 
13. In a neutral atom, the number of electrons is always equal to the number of { protons / neutrons }. 

 
True or false? 
14. The atomic number of a sodium atom is the same as the atomic number of a magnesium atom. 
15. Electrons are the negatively charged particles found in the nucleus of an atom. 
16. A chlorine atom has 17 protons and its atomic number is 17. 
17. A neutral chlorine atom has 17 electrons so it must have 17 protons also. 
18. An atom has 18 electrons and its mass number is 40, so it has 18 neutrons. 
19. Neutrons are the heaviest, amongst the three subatomic particles. 
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20. Name the element represented by this symbol. 
21. Give the atomic number of this element. 
22. Give the mass number of this element. 
23. How many protons does an atom of this element have in one atom? 
24. How many neutrons does an atom of this element have in one atom? 
25. How many electrons does an atom of this element have in one atom? 
26. Give the electron arrangement of this element. 
27. Give the symbol and charge of the ion formed by this element. 
 

Answers 
1.  A electron, B proton, C neutron.   2. 11    3. 23    4. 11    5. 11    6. 12    7.  2,8,1  8. 1   9. Na+   or + or 1+   10. 
Protons  11. charge  12. 20   13. Protons  14. F  15. F  16. T  17. T  18. F  19. F  20. aluminium   21. 13   22. 27   23. 13   
24. 14   25. 13   26. 2,8,3   27. Al3+ 
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